"IF THERE IS A GREAT SPIRIT, IT WILL RELEASE HIM FROM THE WHEEL.

IN HIS OATH, HE HAS SWORN BY THE GREAT SPIRIT, SO HE WILL BE TRIED BY THIS OATH. IF HIS OATH BE
TRUE, THEN SOMEONE HE CALLS THE CREATOR
WILL RELEASE HIM."
Now, Christ never made it off this cross or wheel, so one is led to
believe there is no CREATOR or GREAT SPIRIT.
Every christian church teaches Christ died for your sins. Just what
were these sins?
Everyone who could be a descendant of an Ancient, the death of' christ
proved that the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT does not exist but GOD and JEHOVAH
do and all 'you' have „to_do..ís.belíeve. In the Greek, it is SO SO, meaning
the same thing. Todav. we have the Cross 'Ln Latin, it is Crucifixus which represent
Today, we have the Cross | in Latin,
an effigy of someone that was hated by the one that uses this sign.
There is one event in world history, that writers. cannot take Christ
out of an individual who believed in Ancient ways(ldeler,Handbuch der Mathem
Chronologie 515520; Luke 23:45)
This ís a sign, if Indians of today knew what it meant, they would
hang their heads in shame. It was made by Indians who were slaves and
lived under conditions,' they called a period of tears. Just like the CHEROKE
in the Trigl _of Tears. When Indians of the Amer‘ica's call a period oí' time
a condition of tears, it is a condition that humans are tortured and torment
that languages cannot describe it. Can you imagine pain and torture that
cannot be described in words or expressions?
If one should ever travel around the world, first visit a city called:
TAXCO, _in the State of Guerrero, MEXICO.
mountain the first object one sees coming into Taxco,
a Cathedral with twin AO meter spíres flanked by tiled domes and it is the
tiled domes one .can see this sign. Visit the inside and. see the engineering
e Indians had to overcome to build this Cathedral in 7 years
problems th

